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Frequency Stabilization: 
Allgon repeaters are dependent on the donor (or drive) signal transmitted by the 
carrier’s base station for re-transmitted frequency stability. The repeater is a transparent 
amplifier in both uplink and downlink RF paths with no means of frequency generation. 
 
Suppression of Spurious Radiation: 
Allgon repeaters amplify an existing, compliant, donor signal and utilize duplexers, 
crystal filters, and spurious filters throughout the gain path. Adjustable filters for the 
pass band attenuate any unwanted ambient signals further. Custom SAW filters assure 
sharp filter characteristics. Class A amplifier configuration is also utilized for linearity of 
amplified signal.     
 
Modulation Limiting:  
Allgon repeaters do not modulate the amplified signal. The unit is transparent and 
passes the received modulated RF from the donor site on the downlink path, and the 
mobile subscriber unit on the uplink path.  
 
Power Limiting:  
Power limiting is accomplished via microprocessor controlled AGC. A feedback loop for 
output power via CPL1 through Q3710 (page 12 schematics) is processed and fed to 
the buss FDET to AN, then to the uP. PLL loops for controlling pass band filtering are 
monitored via Flock1 and Flock2 on the forward link. If unlock is detected, “RFON” 
(page 12) is removed and the supply for the final (Q2613) and drivers (Q2506, Q2603) 
is also removed. Means of output control is accomplished via processor control with 
PABIAS, FPABIAS (page12) from Q3504 (page17) and the processor input.  
Gain control is accomplished by inter-stage attenuators via control lines FPATT(page 
11), and FGC1A/ FGC1B (page 10). The same is mirrored on the uplink schematics.   
 
Active RF Devices: 
Downlink: Q2102, Q2108, Q2111, Q2202, Q2302, Q2402, Q2406, Q2506 (pre-drive), 
Q2603 (driver), Q2613 (final). 
Uplink: Q1102, Q1108, Q1202, Q1302, Q1402, Q1406, Q1502, Q1506 (pre-drive), 
Q1603 (driver), Q1613 (final). 
 
Crystal and Resonator Frequencies: 
PLL’s    X3301  12.8MHz 
Microprocessor X3102  16.0MHz 
Memory latch X3101   32.768KHz 
























































